Influenza virus strains are often pleiomorphic, a characteristic that is largely attributed to specific residues in matrix protein 1 (M1). Although the mechanism by which M1 controls virion morphology has not yet been defined, it is suggested that the M1 interaction with other viral proteins plays an important role. In this study, we rescued recombinant virus WSN-AichiM1 containing the spherical A/WSN/33 (WSN) backbone and the M1 protein from A/Aichi/2/68 (Aichi). Aichi M1 differs from WSN M1 by 7 amino acids but includes those identified to be responsible for filamentous virion formation. Interestingly, Aichi virus produced spherical virions, while WSN-AichiM1 exhibited a long filamentous morphology, as detected by immunofluorescence and electron microscopy. Additional incorporation of Aichi nucleoprotein (NP) but not the hemagglutinin (HA), neuraminidase (NA), or M2 gene to WSN-AichiM1 abrogated filamentous virion formation, suggesting that specific M1-NP interactions affect virion morphology.

Further characterization of viruses containing WSN/Aichi chimeric NPs identified residues 214, 217, and 253 of Aichi NP as necessary and sufficient for the formation of spherical virions. NP residues 214 and 217 localize at the minor groove between the two opposite-polarity NP helical strands of viral ribonucleocapsids, and residue 253 also localizes near the surface of the groove. These findings indicate that NP plays a critical role in influenza virus morphology, possibly through its interaction with the M1 layer during virus budding.
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Influenza virus virions are composed of the three transmembrane proteins hemagglutinin (HA), neuraminidase (NA), and M2, the matrix protein M1, and the viral nucleocapsid (vRNP), which contains nucleoprotein (NP)-encapsidated negative-strand viral RNA. All of the structural components are transported to budding sites at the apical surface of polarized cells for budding. The assembly of influenza viruses at the plasma membrane is a highly complex process involving the extensive interplay between multiple viral proteins. HA and NA concentrate in and around specialized microdomains of the plasma membrane, termed lipid rafts, while M2 is excluded from these domains (1–4). Binding of the cytoplasmic tails of HA and NA to M1 has been suggested to recruit M1 into the budding virions (5–7). Clustering of M1 on the inner bilayer and M1-M1 interactions facilitate the formation of an M1 protein patch and exclude host proteins from the assembly and budding site. Incorporation of the viral genome into budding virions is in part mediated by an interaction between M1 and various components of the vRNP complexes (8–10), as well as by an interaction between M1 and the cytoplasmic tail of the M2 ion channel protein (11). Pinching off the virus buds requires fusion of the opposing viral and cellular membranes, leading to fission and separation of the bud from the cell. M2 has been identified to play a critical role during this process of membrane fission and release (12).

Influenza A virus morphology ranges from spherical particles with a mean diameter of 100 nm to greatly elongated filamentous particles with lengths greater than several micrometers (13, 14). Although the precise mechanism that determines influenza virus morphology is currently unknown, previous studies suggest that specific M1 residues play a pivotal role. In these initial studies, lab-adapted spherical A/WSN/33 (WSN) and filamentous A/Udorn/72 (Udorn) viruses have been used to identify the genetic elements responsible for the morphological differences of influenza viruses. By genetic replacement, the Udorn M segment was identified to be a major determinant of virion morphology (15). In this same study, further analysis using chimeric M segments and site-directed mutagenesis revealed the M1 sequence to contain specific residues at positions 95 and 204 that are required for filament formation by the Udorn strain (15). Similar studies have since identified additional residues in the M1 protein that affect influenza virus morphology, including residues 30, 41, 98, 101, 102, 207, 209, and 218 (16–18).

Several other viral proteins have also been suggested to affect influenza virus morphology, including the two glycoproteins HA and NA. Evidence supporting a role for the two glycoproteins was obtained from a study originally aimed at examining the function of the highly conserved HA and NA cytoplasmic tails (7). In this study, a recombinant WSN virus containing deletions of the NA cytoplasmic tail domain produced elongated and irregularly shaped particles compared to the wild type (wt). Furthermore, while deletion of the HA cytoplasmic tail was not sufficient to induce morphological change, a recombinant virus lacking both the HA and NA cytoplasmic tails exhibited an even more profound alteration in particle shape than viruses with a deletion in NA alone (7). Similarly, a deletion or mutations at residues 74 to 79 in the WSN M2 cytoplasmic tail resulted in a filamentous morphology (19). These studies indicate that the M1 interaction with the transmembrane proteins can affect virus budding and morphology.
In addition to the transmembrane proteins, some indirect studies suggest that NP may also affect virion morphology. One of these reports showed the difference in M1-vRNP binding affinity, which was higher in spherical viruses than in filamentous viruses (20). Another report showed that a temperature-sensitive mutation at NP residue 239 results in the production of abnormally shaped virions without affecting virus RNA synthesis (21). At this stage, it is unclear how vRNPs contribute to the morphology of budding viruses. In this study, we determined the possible role of NP in virus morphology using WSN and A/Aichi/2/68 (Aichi), the latter of which includes M1 residues that confer filamentous morphology. We found that even with the M1 residues, Aichi possesses a spherical phenotype. Furthermore, recombinant WSN expressing Aichi M1 (WSN-AichiM1) induced filaments from infected cell surfaces, confirming the presence of the residues responsible for filament formation in Aichi M1. Because Aichi formed mainly spherical virions, the data suggest that an interaction between M1 and another viral protein influences Aichi morphology. Upon characterization of WSN-AichiM1 viruses expressing additional Aichi proteins, we discovered that coexpression of Aichi M1 and NP completely inhibited filament formation. We identified three NP residues, 214, 217, and 253, which play a critical role in virion morphology. Interestingly, these residues localize at the potential M1-interaction sites on the vRNP. Possible roles of the specific M1-vRNP interaction and how it determines virion morphology are discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and viruses. Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK), human kidney 293T, and human lung A549 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 8% fetal calf serum. A/Aichi/2/68 (H3N2) was obtained from A. Klimov (Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA).

Plasmids and virus rescue. pPoll vectors which include human RNA polymerase I promoter and pCAGGS expression vectors for rescue of A/WSN/33 were provided by Y. Kawaoaka (University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI) (22). cDNA clones of Aichi virus were synthesized from viral RNAs extracted from infected cells by reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) using a SuperScript III One-step RT-PCR Platinum Taq HiFi kit (Invitrogen). All eight viral cDNAs were subcloned into pPoll vectors. Aichi PB1, PB2, PA, and NP cDNAs were also subcloned into pCAGGS vectors. pPoll-AichiM1, which expresses Aichi M1 and WSN M2, was constructed by replacing the BsuWI-Stul fragments of the genes. This results in replacing only the M1 coding region of the WSN M gene. Mutations in the pPoll-WSN NP plasmid were made by site-directed mutagenesis and confirmed by sequence analysis. pPoll-NP WA and pPoll-NP AW, which express chimeric NP genes, were constructed by replacing Splh-AIII fragments of pPoll-WSN NP and pPoll-Aichi NP. Influenza viruses were rescued with the 12-plasmid reverse genetics system developed by Neumann et al. (22). For rescue, pPoll vectors encoding each of the full-length viral RNA segments were transfected into MDCK/293T cocultures together with pCAGGS containing WSN PB1, PB2, PA, and NP genes using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Rescued viruses were plaque purified and propagated in MDCK cells cultured with DMEM containing 0.15% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and tosylsulfonyn phenylalanine- chloromethyl ketone (TPCK)-treated trypsin at 1 μg/ml.

Immunofluorescence (IF) microscopy. MDCK or A549 cells were infected with viruses for 1 h at 37°C and cultured in DMEM containing 0.15% BSA. After 18 h, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing magnesium and calcium [PBS(+)] (Corning) and treated for 10 min with 0.1% Triton X-100 if permeabilization was required. To detect viral surface proteins, unpermeabilized infected cells were incubated with anti-H1 or anti-H3 goat serum (NR-3148 and NR-3118, respectively; BEI Resources), followed by Alexa Fluor 488 anti-goat IgG (Molecular Probes). For detection of NP, permeabilized cells were incubated with mouse anti-NP monoclonal antibody (MAB) (NR-4544; BEI Resources), followed by Texas Red anti-mouse IgG (Molecular Probes). Fluorescent images were obtained using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope or Olympus IX50 inverted fluorescence microscope.

Electron microscopy. For scanning electron microscopy (SEM), MDCK cells were grown on glass coverslips and infected for 18 h. After fixation with 2.5% glutaraldehyde, cell surfaces were visualized under a Zeiss Auriga Supra 40VP Field Emission microscope. To analyze virion morphology by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), supernatants of infected MDCK cells were harvested at 24 h postinfection (p.i.) and spun through a 100,000-molecular-weight-cutoff Amicon filter (Millipore) for 18 min at 2,000 × g. Concentrated virus was applied to carbon-coated 200-mesh grids for 5 min, washed once with PBS(+), and negatively stained for 1 min with filter-sterilized 2% phosphotungstic acid (PTA). Electron micrographs were taken with a Hitachi 7650 microscope.

Characterization of purified viruses and immunoprecipitation. MDCK cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 3 with WSN, WSN-AichiM1, or WSN-AichiM1 expressing Aichi NP (WSN-AichiM1/NP) virus for 1 h at 37°C. After 8 h, cells were washed once with PBS(+) and labeled for an additional 18 h with [35S]methionine-cysteine (PerkinElmer). Cell culture supernatants, cleared of cell debris, were spun through 30% glycerol cushions at 115,000 × g for 90 min at 4°C. Pellets containing virus were resuspended in SDS sample buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Cell lysates harvested in radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.4], 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, and 1% Triton X-100) were used for immunoprecipitation using anti-NP MAb kindly provided by G. Whitaker (Cornell) and anti-M1 goat serum (ViroStat). Band intensities were measured using Bio-Rad Quantity One software.

Subcellular fractionation. Subcellular fractions of infected MDCK cells were prepared at 18 h p.i., using a Nuclear/Cytosol Fractionation Kit (BioVision) or ProteoExtract Subcellular Proteome Extraction Kit (Calbiochem). Each fraction was suspended in NuPAGE lithium dodecyl sulfate (LDS) sample buffer (Invitrogen) and separated by SDS-PAGE. Following transfer to a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane, proteins were subjected to Western blot analysis. NP and M1 were detected with anti-NP (NR-4544; BEI Resources) and anti-M1 (G2A2; Santa Cruz) MAb. Mouse anti-lamin A/C (Upstate) and chicken anti-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (Millipore) antibodies were used as markers for nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions, respectively. Proteins were quantified by measuring band intensities with Bio-Rad Quantity One software.

RESULTS

WSN expressing Aichi M1 forms filamentous virions. The classical human strain Aichi shares the Udorn M1 amino acid residues at positions 41, 95, 204, and 218, which have previously been shown to induce a filamentous phenotype (15, 17). First, we utilized MDCK cells to examine Aichi virion morphology and the surface structure of infected cells to determine if these residues in Aichi M1 affect influenza virus morphology. Despite the presence of residues that cause filamentous virion formation, Aichi produced predominantly spherical virions, and few filamentous protrusions were detected in infected cells, similar to cells infected with WSN, which is a well-characterized, lab-adapted influenza virus strain known to produce uniformly spherical virions (15) (Fig. 1). To determine if Aichi M1 can alter WSN morphology, we rescued recombinant WSN viruses, which included either the whole Aichi M segment (WSN-AichiM) or a chimeric WSN/Aichi M segment (WSN-AichiM1) encoding Aichi M1 and WSN M2 proteins. We then tested whether expression of these segments
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was sufficient to induce a filamentous phenotype. Whereas cells infected with the WSN and Aichi viruses exhibited a punctate staining pattern characteristic of spherical-virion-producing influenza virus strains, long filamentous structures were observed on the surface of cells infected with the WSN wild-type virus. These same structures were visible on cells infected with Aichi virus although short filaments were also detected. In sharp contrast, cell surfaces infected with either the WSN-AichiM or WSN-AichiM1 recombinant virus were covered with an abundance of long filaments that differed from those seen in wt WSN- or Aichi-infected cells (Fig. 1, middle panels). We next verified the morphology of virions released into culture supernatants using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Consistent with our SEM data, the majority of WSN and Aichi virions released from infected cells were found to be spherical. Conversely, the majority of WSN-AichiM and WSN-AichiM1 virions were filamentous, forming virions of several micrometers in length (Fig. 1, bottom panels). These results indicate that Aichi M1 contains residues that alter the virus morphology of WSN from spherical to filamentous.

Presence of Aichi NP, but not the viral transmembrane proteins, influenced WSN-AichiM1 morphology. Aichi forms spherical virions despite its M1 residues that cause filament formation. This finding suggests that another Aichi component or components prevent filament formation induced by the M1 protein. Previous studies have suggested that interactions between M1 and the viral transmembrane proteins altered influenza virus virion morphology (7, 19, 23). We therefore tested the role of each of the transmembrane proteins by characterizing recombinant WSN-AichiM1 viruses that also express Aichi HA, NA, or M2. We had already observed that the addition of Aichi M2 (WSN-AichiM) had no effect on filament formation (Fig. 1). The remaining recombinant viruses, WSN-AichiM1 expressing Aichi HA and NA (WSN-AichiM1/HA and WSN-AichiM1/NA, respectively), were successfully rescued, and the surface structures of infected cells were determined by IF analysis. WSN-AichiM1/HA induced long filamentous structures in infected cells, similar to those observed in WSN-AichiM1-infected cells (Fig. 2A). WSN-AichiM1/NA also induced filaments although this was less evident than in cells infected with WSN-AichiM1 or WSN-AichiM1/HA (Fig. 2A). These results suggest that the interaction of M1 with the transmembrane proteins does not significantly affect WSN-AichiM1 morphology.

In addition to interaction of the transmembrane proteins with M1, the viral nucleocapsid interacts with the M1 protein during the assembly of influenza virus virions. Recent studies also suggest that the M1-NP interaction may be involved in determining influenza virus virion morphology (20, 21). Thus, we rescued and characterized a WSN-AichiM1 recombinant that coexpressed Aichi NP (WSN-AichiM1/NP). Examination of cell surfaces by IF revealed a complete loss of filament formation in cells following infection with the WSN-AichiM1/NP virus (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, analysis of purified virions by electron microscopy showed a spherical WSN-AichiM1/NP morphology (Fig. 2B). These results strongly suggest that specific interactions between M1 and NP can influence influenza virus virion morphology.

Characterization of M1-NP interactions in WSN-AichiM1/NP. Recent work with cryoelectron microscopy has revealed that influenza virus virions, regardless of their shape, contain a single...
copy of the viral genome (24–26). Therefore, filamentous virions are expected to contain a higher M1/NP ratio due to increased surface area. To test this, MDCK cells were infected with WSN, WSN-AichiM1, or WSN-AichiM1/NP virus at an MOI of 1 were labeled with [35S]methionine-cysteine for 24 h, and purified virions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Expression of NP and M1 in cell lysates was examined by immunoprecipitation assay. Intensities of the protein bands were quantitated, and relative ratios are shown. RIP, radioimmunoprecipitation.

Influenza virus vRNPs are produced in the nuclei of infected cells, and a specific interaction between vRNP, M1, and NEP allows nuclear export of the vRNP complexes to the cytoplasm. vRNPs are then believed to be transported to the plasma membrane through Rab11a-mediated recycling endosomes (27–29). Therefore, it is possible that an impaired interaction between M1 and NP results in reduced vRNP accumulation at the plasma membrane assembly sites, which in turn may influence influenza virus virion morphology. To examine a difference in NP and M1 localizations between the viruses, we collected cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of infected cells at 12 and 18 h postinfection and determined the quantities of NP and M1 by Western blotting. More Aichi NP was localized in the cytoplasm than in the nucleus; however, there was no correlation between NP and M1 localization and virion morphologies (Fig. 4A). To confirm this, we also collected nuclear, cytoplasmic, and membrane fractions of infected cells, and the presence of NP was quantified by Western

ultracentrifugation, we compared the M1 and NP contents by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3). The relative content of NP in WSN-AichiM1 was about 50% less than that of NP in WSN, making the M1/NP ratio 2-fold greater than that of WSN. Importantly, incorporation of NP in the virions was increased by the presence of homologous Aichi NP in WSN-AichiM1/NP virions. This difference was not due to the expression of NP because all three viruses produced similar levels of NP and M1 in infected cells, as determined by immunoprecipitation (Fig. 3). These results are consistent with the virion morphology determined by IF, SEM, and TEM described above.

Influenza virus vRNPs are produced in the nuclei of infected cells, and a specific interaction between vRNP, M1, and NEP allows nuclear export of the vRNP complexes to the cytoplasm. vRNPs are then believed to be transported to the plasma membrane through Rab11a-mediated recycling endosomes (27–29). Therefore, it is possible that an impaired interaction between M1 and NP results in reduced vRNP accumulation at the plasma membrane assembly sites, which in turn may influence influenza virus virion morphology. To examine a difference in NP and M1 localizations between the viruses, we collected cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of infected cells at 12 and 18 h postinfection and determined the quantities of NP and M1 by Western blotting. More Aichi NP was localized in the cytoplasm than in the nucleus; however, there was no correlation between NP and M1 localization and virion morphologies (Fig. 4A). To confirm this, we also collected nuclear, cytoplasmic, and membrane fractions of infected cells, and the presence of NP was quantified by Western
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The N-terminal 305 residues of Aichi NP are directly involved in determining influenza virus virion morphology. (A) Amino acid differences between WSN and Aichi NPs. (B) Schematic diagram of chimeric NP proteins. Chimeric NP WA includes the N-terminal 305 residues from WSN and the rest of the sequence from Aichi. Chimeric NP AW contains the N-terminal 305 from Aichi and the rest of the sequence from WSN. (C) MDCK cells were infected with recombinant WSN-AichiM1 viruses expressing NP WA or NP AW at an MOI of 1 for 18 h as indicated. Cell surfaces were stained for viral proteins with anti-H1N1 goat serum followed by Alexa Fluor 488 anti-goat IgG.

FIG 5 The N-terminal 305 residues of Aichi NP are directly involved in determining influenza virus virion morphology. (A) Amino acid differences between WSN and Aichi NPs. (B) Schematic diagram of chimeric NP proteins. Chimeric NP WA includes the N-terminal 305 residues from WSN and the rest of the sequence from Aichi. Chimeric NP AW contains the N-terminal 305 from Aichi and the rest of the sequence from WSN. (C) MDCK cells were infected with recombinant WSN-AichiM1 viruses expressing NP WA or NP AW at an MOI of 1 for 18 h as indicated. Cell surfaces were stained for viral proteins with anti-H1N1 goat serum followed by Alexa Fluor 488 anti-goat IgG.

blotting. Again, we did not detect a significant difference in the amounts of NP recovered from membrane fractions between the viruses (Fig. 4B), suggesting that despite heterologous combination, WSN-AichiM1 vRNP was transported and associated with the plasma membrane as efficiently as wt viruses. Localization of NP at the plasma membrane was also determined by IF using MDCK cells infected with the viruses for 18 h. We used confocal microscopy to obtain three-dimensional (3D) images of NP localization at the plasma membrane. Strong punctate staining of NP was detected at the plasma membranes of cells infected with both filamentous and spherical virions (Fig. 4C). Together, these results indicate that there was no significant difference in vRNP localization between the filamentous and spherical viruses.

NP residues 214, 217, and 253 are directly involved in determining influenza virus virion morphology. The difference in virion morphology between WSN-AichiM1 and WSN-AichiM1/NP clearly indicates that the origin of NP can affect virus morphology, suggesting the presence of a specific interaction between M1 and NP that determines virion morphology. We first compared the WSN and Aichi NP protein sequences to identify the possible region of interaction. This alignment revealed a total of 37 amino acid differences, which spanned the entire length of the NP protein (Fig. 5A). To identify the region on Aichi NP responsible for the morphological change of WSN-AichiM1 virus, we constructed two chimeric NP genes: chimera NP WA encoding residues 1 to 305 from WSN fused to the rest of the sequence from Aichi, and NP AW encoding residues 1 to 305 from Aichi fused to the rest of the sequence from WSN (Fig. 5B). Using these constructs, we rescued two additional viruses with a WSN-AichiM1 background, WSN-AichiM1/NP WA, and WSN-AichiM1/NP AW. MDCK cells infected with each of these viruses were observed by IF analysis. Infection with WSN-AichiM1/NP WA, which expresses the N-terminal 305 residues from WSN, did not inhibit filament formation from infected cell surfaces. In sharp contrast, long filaments were absent from cells infected with WSN-AichiM1/NP AW, indicating that the N-terminal region of Aichi NP is directly involved in determining influenza virus virion morphology (Fig. 5C).

Within the N-terminal 305 residues, there are 14 amino acid differences between WSN and Aichi NP sequences (Fig. 5A). Upon mapping these residues to the crystal structure of NP, we found that they localized to three very distinct regions of the protein (Fig. 6A). We therefore designed three additional NP chimeras that encode most of the WSN NP sequence but which contain the residues found in region 1 (R1), R2, or R3 of Aichi NP (Fig. 6B). Additional recombinant WSN-AichiM1 viruses that express each of these NP constructs were rescued and characterized by IF microscopy. Viruses expressing either R1 or R3 of Aichi NP were found to induce filaments similar to those seen in cells infected with WSN-AichiM1. In contrast, infection with WSN-AichiM1/NP R2 appeared to result in the production of spherical virions, as indicated by a punctate staining pattern resembling both the WSN and Aichi wild-type viruses (Fig. 6C).

Region 2 of NP contains 5 amino acid differences between the WSN and Aichi sequences at positions 214, 217, 237, 239, and 253. We further identified the minimal Aichi NP residues required to inhibit filament formation of the WSN-AichiM1 virus using site-directed mutagenesis. Due to the close proximity of some of these residues, double mutations were made in the WSN NP protein at
Specific mutations in M1 residues, such as 41A, 95R, and 204E, incorporated filamentous morphology (24, 26, 31). Among the viral proteins, described above, infected cell surface was analyzed by IF using anti-H1N1 or anti-H3N2 serum as indicated. Cell surfaces were stained for viral proteins with anti-H1N1 goat serum followed by Alexa Fluor 488 anti-goat IgG (top panels) or visualized by TEM (bottom panels). White scale bars in SEM and TEM images measure 500 nm and 100 nm, respectively. Virions released into the culture supernatants were negatively stained with 2% PTA and examined by TEM (middle panels). Virions were also immunostained with 2% PTA and examined by IF (top panels). 2232 jvi.asm.org Journal of Virology

DISCUSSION

Influenza virus virions are known to be pleiomorphic, ranging between 100-nm spheres and filamentous particles that reach several micrometers in length (30). A set of eight segmented vRNPs is incorporated into each progeny virion regardless of spherical or filamentous morphology (24, 26, 31). Among the viral proteins, M1 is known to be the major determinant of virion morphology. Specific mutations in M1 residues, such as 41A, 95R, and 204E, alter the morphology of spherical virions to filamentous (17, 18).

We found that Aichi formed spherical virions in spite of its M1 residues, known to confer a filamentous morphology. By analyzing the recombinant viruses, we showed evidence that the presence of specific NP residues prevents filamentous virion formation. We identified the specific NP residues 214, 217, and 253 that are able to convert filamentous viros to spherical ones, even in the presence of filamentous M1 residues. Our data clearly indicate that NP residues are involved in the final virus assembly process that determines virion morphology.

A study of the structural organization of filamentous virions using electron cryo-tomography showed a clear image of M1 forming a structural layer beneath the viral envelope, which has a highly uniform diameter of about 100 nm (26). X-ray crystallography analysis revealed that M1 dimers stack on top of one another to create a ribbon-like structure through two separate points of interaction (32). Under acidic conditions, one of the M1-M1 interfaces gained flexibility, causing the angle of the M1 dimers to change, and thus induced curvature of the M1 ribbon that is predicted to coat the interior of influenza virus virions. These studies suggest that M1 is flexible in structure and that mutations at specific M1 residues or under various conditions, such as pH change, can alter M1-M1 interactions between the layers. Considering the major role of M1 in the structural frame, the ability of M1 to form straight or bent elongated ribbons and helices is likely to be responsible for the morphological change of influenza virus virions.

Our data indicate that specific NP residues can convert filamentous virions to spherical ones. We anticipate that the NP residues, based on their locations in vRNPs, alter virus morphology through interaction with the M1 layer. Recent studies of vRNP structure by cryogenic electron microscopy revealed that vRNPs form a double-helical conformation in which two NP strands of opposite polarity are associated with each other along the helix (33, 34). The structure of the vRNP isolated from virions showed that, in addition to a major groove that is well separated, helical vRNP possesses a minor groove that is maintained by NP associated with opposing RNA strands (Fig. 8A, asterisk) (33). NP residues 214 to 253 (Fig. 6A, R2) locate in the head domain of NP and a part of the area surrounding the minor groove. Residues 214 and 217 are on the helix α9 and locate exactly at this minor groove, which is exposed to the surface of the vRNP (Fig. 8B). NP residue 253 also locates close to this area of the surface. In contrast, residues 237 and 239, which did not affect the morphology of filamentous WSN-AichiM1 (Fig. 7), are in the middle of helix α10 and are not exposed to the surface of the vRNP (shown in yellow in Fig. 8B). Our data are consistent with the idea that the minor groove of the helical vRNP is the site of interaction with the M1 layer during virus budding. Upon incorporation of the vRNP into budding virions, these specific M1-NP interactions may induce a conformational change in the M1 protein, thus creating an angle between the M1 helical layers beneath the viral envelope, which determines the morphology of influenza viruses.

The M1-NP interaction is unlikely to be the sole determinant of virus morphology. Deletion of the cytoplasmic tail of NA or M2 in other studies resulted in filamentous virion formation (7, 19). Similar to the case of vRNP, NA and M2 interactions with M1 may induce conformational changes of the M1 helical layers and create membrane curvature at the bottom of budding virions. Interestingly, tomograms of filamentous virions showed NA clusters at the end of the virions opposite the end where the polymerase is.

FIG 7 Aichi NP residues 214, 217, and 253, but not 237 and 239, are necessary and sufficient to inhibit filament formation by the WSN-AichiM1 virus. (A) MDCK cells were infected with recombinant viruses at an MOI of 1 for 18 h as indicated. Cell surfaces were stained for viral proteins with anti-H1N1 goat serum followed by Alexa Fluor 488 anti-goat IgG (top panels) or visualized by TEM (bottom panels). Virions released into the culture supernatants were negatively stained with 2% PTA and examined by TEM (middle panels). Virions were also immunostained with 2% PTA and examined by IF (top panels). White scale bars in SEM and TEM images measure 500 nm and 100 nm, respectively. 2232 jvi.asm.org Journal of Virology

positions 214 and 217 or at 237 and 239, in which we substituted the corresponding amino acid from the Aichi NP sequence. A single substitution in the WSN NP protein was made at position 253. IF, SEM, and TEM analysis showed that while mutations at positions 237 and 239 did not alter the filamentous morphology of WSN-AichiM1, expression of residues 214 and 217 or of 253 alone from Aichi NP was sufficient for the morphological change at the surfaces of infected cells and virions (Fig. 7A). We detected the same effects in A549 cells as well (Fig. 7B). These results indicate that NP residues 214, 217, and 253 play a major role in virion formation and morphology, possibly through the interaction with M1 during virus budding at the assembly sites.
attached (26). This localization may indicate that the M1 interaction with the NA cytoplasmic tail allows membrane curving to close the membrane of filamentous virions. Our present data and previous studies indicate that multiple protein interactions with M1 determine virus assembly and morphology. Further structural analysis of the M1-M1 interaction and the effects of other viral components are necessary to fully understand the process of virus assembly and budding.
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FIG 8 Residues 214, 217, and 253 localize at the surface close to the minor groove of the vRNP. (A) A double-helical vRNP structure based on the cryo-EM reconstruction (Protein Data Bank accession number 4BBL) (33). The asterisk indicates the minor groove between the opposing NP strands. (B) Locations of the NP residues that affected virion morphology. Four NP molecules that form the minor groove are shown. Residues 237 and 239, which did not affect virus morphology, are shown in yellow.


